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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
As I write this month’s article, yet another ex-tropical cyclone (Hola) is bringing rain and wind
to our shores. The third one this Summer! Hopefully, things will start to settle down shortly.
While it is decidedly uncomfortable, weather like this does not necessarily mean no fishing.
Back in the mid 1970’s, I recall a number of times when persistence in such conditions actually
paid off. On one occasion, a work mate and I were on a weekend trip to fish the Tongariro and
on the drive down the wind and rain from the west just got more and more intense. Coming on
to dark, we stopped at the Tauranga-Taupo river and made our way down to the mouth where
there was a veritable “sea running”. Waves were rolling in and the rain was horizontal.
Crouching in the lee of the vehicle hatch, we set up our rods with fast sinking lines and good
old “red setter” flies and then with our rubber waders and oiled japara parkas, we waded out to
about knee depth with the odd wave climbing up under our coats.
Launching casts straight into the teeth of the gale, we started slow retrieves along the bottom
with the outgoing rip moving the flies from side to side. Within a very short time, we both
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hooked up on strong fish which we were able to beach and dispatch before returning to the lake
for more action.
Over the next hour or so, we either hooked or landed a dozen more beautifully conditioned
rainbows the best of which pulled the scales down to 8lbs. Cold and wet through, we were
delighted with the start to a weekend where the weather then improved and with the Tongariro
recovering from the “pulse” of rainwater, the fishing over the following Saturday and Sunday
was fantastic. The lesson here is that while we are warm-blooded creatures that enjoy our home
comforts, our favourite quarry are not put off by the rigours of their environment, so if we are
prepared to join them from time to time, we have every chance of inviting them to our dining
table!
Closer to home, the annual Lake Pupuke fishing competition will be held on April 22nd
(Sunday) with the fish being released on April 19th. Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game staff
will be transporting approximately 1,000 rainbow trout by tanker truck from the Ngongotaha
hatchery at Rotorua with both the release and competition coinciding with school holidays and
hopefully, a keen audience of junior anglers. There are a number of attractive prizes on offer
for various categories but in addition, participating club members compete for the Ian Hunt
Pupuke Challenge Cup. Sadly, Ian, our original club patron, passed away earlier this year but
his memory will certainly live on when, each year, the cup that he generously donated, will be
competed for.
For those of you who were unable to make the February club meeting, it was brought to our
attention by club member Leon Bathurst, that he had caught or at least “hooked up” on a
number of large fish recently in Lake Pupuke so maybe some more regular visits are in order.
Don’t forget also the success that Barrie Barnes and Warren Derrick have had at Thompson’s
Lake at Waiuku. Just a “stone’s throw” from home.
Hope to see you all at the next meeting.
Dave Symes - President.
FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
With a number of weekends taken up with work and a series of shitty forecasts I haven’t
managed to fish locally at all. A very frustrating state of affairs as this is my favourite time of
year for targeting our ‘local’ water.
If you want to fish the dry then normally I would still recommend a big bushy Cicada pattern
but given current circumstances I would say go for either a big Cricket pattern or a very small
(size 14-16) Blue Dun.
If you are more of a nymphomaniac then go to a size 16 Cadillac Pheasant Tail or a 14-16
Hares Ear nymph. Both can really work wonders at this time of year.
Rotorua
Well, the recent Club Trip to the Rotorua area was probably the hardest fishing we have had in
February. The rivers held some fish but nowhere near as many as you would expect for this
time of year and the fish that were there had seen plenty of anglers before we hit the water.
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The river mouths were said to be the place to go but they too were devoid of any big numbers
of Trout. Unless that is you just happened to be there at the ‘right time’ when for an hour or
two a big school of fish would wander into casting range, excite everyone for a while and then
leave once more.
Overall it is hard. However, as the Starks say, winter is coming and with it the May Club Trip.
By the time this rolls around in late May the place should be humming!
Taupo Region
After another deluge on Wednesday night the Tongariro was heavily coloured as we headed
into last weekend. Flows peaked at 123 cumecs but once the rain cleared they dropped back
quickly. Unfortunately when I got on the river early Friday morning a tricky southerly had
picked up and although I don't mind casting in the wind it does make mending difficult.
Prior to the latest fresh, things were starting to improve and there were a few more fish around.
In Admirals for instance you could easily spot several browns and rainbows ... the most fish
I've seen there for weeks.
I hadn't been to Judges for a while because like most of the river it hadn't been fishing that well.
But as things settle back after rain it often switches on and I hooked a few there before I moved
on.
With the river still carrying some color and a few more " freshies" around it’s time to dig out
the globugs and jelly eggs. And although fish numbers are still low there are fish to be caught.
There have been more lady anglers on the Tongariro recently and Pat and Jeana had a couple
of fish further upriver just before the latest fresh. The heavy rains and floods we've experienced
over the last couple of months have affected several places along the river, washing away tracks
and top soil leaving the root systems of large trees exposed. The pines above the Cliff Pool
often have their grip undermined and although there aren't many left since the logging I don't
think it'll be long before this one lets go and also ends up in the pool below.
Those of you that fish the TLB of Boulder Reach will be aware of the damage Januarys flood
caused and I reported then that " When you cross the dry bypass, what is concerning is how
much soil has been washed away by the floodwater, exposing the massive root system of the
two big pines that guard the rest of the track. It makes you wonder if they'll still be there after
the next big fresh".
Well ...the inevitable happened and after the strong southerlies and heavy rain last week one of
them has been downed. Luckily it fell away from the track but the beginning of the route to the
pool is still a mess.
I was hoping to get out again today but I've got a few things to sort out {including this very
quick update} No sign yet of the remnants of the latest Pacific storm despite severe weather
warnings in place for the Upper North Island. In fact at present it’s a beautiful autumn morning
out there with hardly a breath of wind...I think the lawns can wait.
Tight lines guys – Mike

www.tongarirofishingguide.co.nz
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Fishy Tales - If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to
iconp@ihug.co.nz . Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.

Phil with an absolute ‘hog’ Rainbow taken fishing just after dark on Lake Otamangakau. Buy
him a coke and he just might tell you what fly he used. Photo courtesy of Phil Gates.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
Why will a splodge of scarlet or bright blue on a poster attract the eye of a passer-by, when a
less gaudy creation would have attracted no attention. There are certain colours that have
extra impact on the human eye; and undoubtedly there are colours that have a similar impact
on the eye of a fish ... The fish has no mind in our sense of the world, but it shows
considerable reaction to things that it sees ... if the creation attracts attention, and looks
edible and harmless, the reaction of the fish may be to take it.
Eric Horsfall Turner
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LAST CLUB NIGHT
Last month we had Brendan Lyon talking to us about his fishing travels to Slovakia with the
NZ Flyfishing Team. It was a very interesting night and thank you once again Brendan.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – MARCH 20th 7.30PM
This month we have Stephen Pratt from CTS Rods talking to us. Stephen is the founder of CTS
Rods and has been making them here in New Zealand since 1999. He will be talking about the
process of making a Fly Rod, from design and materials all the way through to picking a rod
that is right for you. He will also bring some sample rods which you can use for the pre-meeting
fly casting. This is sure to be an interesting night and we hope to see you all there.
It is sure to be an enjoyable night and we hope to see you all there.

CASTING TUITION
This summer we are lucky enough to have a Certified Casting Instructor coming along to help
us all out with our casting. He will be there from 6.30pm onwards on the grass outside the
Milford Cruising Club. The best possible thing to do with casting tuition is to use your own
fishing gear, but if you don’t have that with you never fear, we will have several Rods there for
you to use.

WHY WE FISH
And connected I had been. When the fish changed directions, I felt it. When it slowed or sped
up, I felt that too. It's such a raw thing, this shared existence with a piece of bucking biomass.
Jessica Maxwell - I Don't Know Why I Swallowed The Fly

CHOOSING THE RIGHT FLY ROD
Our own resident webmaster Phil Gates, has put a couple of very helpful videos onto the Club
Website, www.nsff.org.nz . They are both by Tim Rajeef, a world champion fly caster. One is
about ‘Choosing The Right Fly Rod’ and the other is about ‘Light Vs Heavy Weight Fly Rods’.
These are excellent informative videos and both are under 3 minutes long, so they are short,
and to the point. Check them out.

INFORMATION SHARING
As well as having a guest speaker on Club Nights we would like to give an opportunity for some
of our own Club Members to share knowledge on any fly fishing subjects.
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Member Speakers
Besides having a major Speaker on Club Nights we would like to have some of our own Club
Members to speak on any fly fishing subject for 10 – 15 minutes or so.
Some subjects could be:
Local fishing spots.
National / Taupo fishing regulations.
Riparian rights, access.
Clothing and equipment ideas / tips.
Saltwater fishing, what rods / flies.
So, Members please get out there and do some research to enlighten us all.

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a ‘buddy’
to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a fly-fishing dating
service…
Name
Ron Blair

Les Rose

Graham Carter
Lloyd Altham

Matt Meikle
John Gausden

John Rust

Availability
Contact Details
Anytime, now has a brand new 14.4 home 09 834 8841
Marco with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Has a small 2 person boat.
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
Available both week days and
09 908 1909
Weekends
027 285 7521
Time limited - weekends
021704373
/ arrange trips only. 5m aussie
john@st-classic.com
barra boat / 70 yamaha / minn kota
- serious fishing manly lake / saltwater
but keen to learn more on the rivers
Anytime. Keen to give it a crack.
021 648 991
joan10@live.com
09 415 4919

So, if you are keen to find someone to share the cost and the fun of a fishing expedition with,
then send in your details and we will get it all started. Send details to iconp@ihug.co.nz

WEBSITE ARTICLES REQUEST
As many of you will know, Barrie Barnes has started up his own online fly fishing store and
he is keen for articles and pictures to put into his Blog section. What he is looking for is simple
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short little articles and a picture, ie: ‘Bob and I headed down to Turangi last weekend and … .’
So if you have something you would like to share please contact Barrie on
barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
“BROWN TROUT TROPHY”
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in May. Winner’s name
and weight of fish to be published in June club newsletter.

NORTH SHORE FLY
COMPETITION RULES

FISHERS

CLUB

SALT

WATER

FLY

FISHING

The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the process,
to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of salt water
species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with the trophy
awarded at the following AGM.
For the full rules please refer to the Club Website www.nsff.org.nz
.
CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have changed
your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or so and have
not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise John Cuthbertson by email, his
new email address is john.cuthbe@gmail.com .

CLUB TRIPS 2018
January – Mohaka River
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes
March – Whanganui River
March – Lake Otamangakau
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes
August – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo
October – Kai Iwi Lakes
November – Tuition weekend
December – Lake Otamangakau
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the country.
If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your committee
know.
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SALTWATER EXCURSIONS
The possibility of Club trips to the Meola Reef and to the Mangawhai Estuary has been raised
earlier. With summer approaching, we would like to establish an Email Contact Group for those
members interested in shore-based saltwater fishing to these or similar destinations. This sort
of venture is tide and weather dependent and can only be organised at short notice. If you would
like to be included in this group, please tell Dave Symes (dssymes@xtra.co.nz).

LAKE OTAMANGAKAU (BIG O) CLUB TRIP
Planning for the annual club trip to Lake Otamangakau is proceeding and I have booked 8
cabins (more if needed), at Tongariro Holiday Park, only about 5 minutes’ drive from the lake.
The dates are 15, 16 and 17 March (Thursday-Saturday) and leaving Sunday. Most stay for the
2 nights but some others arrive on the Thursday with the evening/night-time fishing often being
sensational.
The nightly tariff is $50.00, payable on arrival. Services are very adequate but it is essential to
bring your own cooking/eating utensils, cutlery, etc. The proprietors are Greg and Donna and
the contact number is 073868062. Don’t hesitate to contact me if any further information is
needed.
Ph: 486-6257, Email dssymes@xtra.co.nz

Kent and Garry headed up to Lake Otamangakau for a day last week with their Guide mate
Graham Dean and the best fish caught was this 11.5pd Rainbow. It was released and is still
there waiting for you….. Photo courtesy of Garry Roberts.
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NGONGOTAHA / ROTORUA CLUB TRIP - MAY
This year’s May Trip to fish the Ngongotaha River and the Rotorua region! It is on the weekend
of Thursday 24th, Friday 25th, Saturday 26th and Sunday the 27th of May. We will again be
staying at the Paradise Valley Lodge. Costs will be $105.00 each, which will cover 2 nights’
accommodation in the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you want to come down on
the Thursday, as many of us do, then simply add $45 to make it $150.00.
The Club has had a policy of if you book a Trip then you need to pay up front and if you have
to pull out late then you may or may not be refunded, but it has never been implemented on
this Trip in the past. However from now on it will have to be. If the Club is not losing money
on the Trip then a refund is not a problem, equally so if you / we can get someone to take your
spot. But if the Club is going to lose money by your pulling out of the Trip then you may well
get no refund.
If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make asap and then pay your money to
the Club in any of the normal ways.




internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated ASB
A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga as a
reference);
by cheque made out to North Shore Flyfishers Inc and posted to the Club's mailing
address (PO Box 31387 Milford, Auckland 0741); or

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com

MOHAKA RAFTING TRIP REPORT
The trip was postponed by two weeks due to
bad weather and in the week prior to the fallback date I was checking the NIWA river
gauge at McVicar Bridge about three times a
day. In the event we got perfect weather and
good river conditions.

A happy Phil Gates with a nice Mohaka
Brown.
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An even happier Dennis Smith with his Rainbow.

Day 1 saw us drift from Pakaututu Bridge to SH
5 and Day 2 from the DOC Glenfalls Campsite
on Waitara Road down to Everett’s Campsite.

Midway on Day 2. As you can see the
Mohaka has become a substantial river at
this stage. Shortly below Everett’s the serious white water starts.
Our thanks to RaftFish NZ.

RODD & GUNN TROPHY, RIVER SECTION
During the preceding week I was really anxious about the state of the river. On the preceding
Thursday the Whanganui River level had risen to a peak of 197 cumecs at midday, from the
normal summer flow of about 20 cumecs. To cancel or not was the question.
On the assumption that the flood would flow through quickly given the steep gradient of the
river at Taumarunui, and knowing that Barrie and others were already in the area, and the
complications arising from re-scheduling the event, I decided to keep things as planned.
When Phil and I arrived at 11 am on Friday the flow had fallen to 37 cumecs but the water was
still pretty dirty. However it was fishable provided anglers adjusted their approach to the
conditions: partly what the competition required of the participants. It was decided that instead
of having two sessions on Saturday, the first would be held on Saturday afternoon and the
second on Sunday. As anticipated, the river fell and cleared over this time and was at 17 and
almost back to normal on Sunday afternoon.
As an aside, Whanganui River flows are recorded by Genesis Energy and can be checked under
Home > Assets > Rivers, lakes & rainfall > Tongariro / Monitoring sites / Whanganui below
Piriaka.
Phil and Ron went into the competition with a head start from the still-water part of the
competition which was held at Kai iwi Lakes last November. Over both days we had sunny
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and calm weather and in 40 nominal fishing hours the 10 competitors caught 10 fish with at
least 4 mid-stream releases. Points were given per centimetre for fish above 18 cm.
ANGLER

LAKE
SECTION

RIVER
SECTION

TOTAL

Simon

--

54,52

106

Terry

--

44,59

103

Dennis

--

48, 54

102

Phil

45

49

94

Ron

46

32

78

Barrie

--

34

34

Paul

--

32

32

So Simon came from behind on Day 2 to win the river section and also the Rodd & Gunn
Trophy for 2018. Terry collects a gift voucher for catching the longest fish. Roy gets mentioned
in dispatches for wading bravery and coolness under pressure.
Saturday saw us dining at the Taumarunui RSA which was really humming. A two person
group, with a bit of assistance from the crowd, sang songs from my youth. No one from our
group had the courage or energy, mindful of the task ahead on Sunday, to dance with the local
ladies who outnumbered the men by about 2:1.
Dennis Smith

Competition winner Simon Hoole in action on his beat. Swinging wet flies down and across
with his double handed switch rod. Photo courtesy of Barrie Barnes.
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NGONGOTAHA FEBRUARY CLUB TRIP – REPORT
Well, this was probably as hard as it gets with fishing in Rotorua. There were fish available to
be caught but they had been in the river a while and so had already seen a multitude of flies.
Likewise for the river mouth fishing, there was the odd fish about but not in big numbers and
they had all had a lot of casts thrown at them. Nevertheless nearly everyone managed to catch
something.
However, there is always a silver lining and for this Trip it was the weather. We had fully
expected to wear the tail of yet another Tropical Cyclone but to our great good fortune it passed
us by relatively unscathed. Just a few quick showers on Thursday being the only wet stuff we
saw. Well, apart from the copious quantities of wet stuff that was drunk each evening that is.
Once again, I would like to thank everyone who came on this Trip for making it such fun and
especially to chef Kerry for yet another superb Saturday night BBQ.

The fishing wasn’t that flash but as usual the company was superb. After a full days fishing a
well deserved Saturday evening BBQ. Absent were Barry (photographer), Kerry and
Maurice who chose to protect the food and eat inside. Photo courtesy of Hugo McGrath.
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QUOTABLE QUOTES

There is no losing in fishing. You either catch or you learn.
Either way, its way better than work.
U. N. Known
KNOT OF THE MONTH
These Knots are from the website http www.animatedknots.com , check it out
Perfection (Angler's) Loop Details
Uses: The Perfection Loop was described by Ashley as the Angler's Loop (ABOK # 1017, p
188.) It is the easiest way to make a small loop in the end of a leader or tippet that will lie
perfectly in line with the standing end. It is commonly used to join a Perfection Loop in the
end of a fly line to a Perfection loop in a Leader using a "Loop to Loop" connection.
Tying it: This knot is most easily tied in the hand. Hold the first loop between finger and
thumb. Wrap the second turn round the finger and thumb and then between the two loops. Tuck
the second turn through the first, checking that the loop crosses and traps the end.
Alternative: It can also be tied through a fly or lure by passing the free end along the path
shown in Frame 7 of the animation.
Advantages: The Perfection loop creates a stable loop that lines up neatly with the standing
end. Using a "Loop to Loop" connection the Perfection Knot allows for quick and convenient
leader changes.
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JOKE OF THE MONTH
MY DADDY SLEEPS NAKED
"Late again!" the third-grade teacher sternly said to little Ranger.
"It ain't my fault this time, Miss Russell. You can blame this 'un on my Daddy. The
reason I'm three hours late is ‘coz my Daddy sleeps naked!”
Now, Miss Russell had taught grammar school for thirty-some-odd years. Despite her
mounting fears, she asked little Ranger what he meant by that.
Full of grins and mischief, and in the flower of his youth, little Ranger and trouble were
old friends …… but he always told her the truth.
"You see, Miss Russell, out at the farm we got this here lowdown fox. The last few
nights, he done ate six hens. Last night, when Daddy heard a noise out in the chicken pen,
he grabbed his double-barreled shotgun and said to my Ma, That fox is back again … I'm
a gonna git him!''
"Stay back," Daddy whispered to all us kids!
"My Daddy was naked as a jaybird -- no boots, no pants, no shirt! To the henhouse he
crawled, just like an Injun on the snoop. Then, he stuck that double-barreled 12-gauge
shotgun through the window of the coop.”
"As he stared into the darkness, with a fox on his mind, our old hound dog, Rip, had done
gone and woke up and comes sneaking up behind Daddy. Then, as we all looked on,
plumb helpless, old Rip done went and stuck his cold nose in my Daddy's crack!"
"Miss Russell, we all been pluckin' chickens since three o'clock this mornin’!"

AUCKLAND/WAIKATO REEL LIFE FEBRUARY 2018
Don’t Let Dark Water Put You Off
Summer has turned into some hit or miss fishing in terms
of the weather.
The heat and summer rainstorms have put off some
anglers and redistributed the fish.
But the fishing is still good if you are willing to change
your techniques slightly.
Right: Wet weather success.
Staff member Dr Adam Daniel recently ran into some
Aussie anglers in Owhango who were delighted to have
the Whakapapa River to themselves after a rainstorm had
rolled through.
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Although the river was coloured it was fishable and the visitors commented that compared
to Australian rivers “the water looked clear.”
We are spoilt for choice here in New Zealand but there is still no need to let summer storms
put you off fishing.
Try the following tips if the water is up but visibility is still decent:






Stay safe and don’t attempt crossings in swift water above your knees if you can’t
see the bottom to place your feet. If you do decide to make a crossing use a solid
wading stick and plan your route in a location where the area downstream is safe to
back paddle your way out if things go badly.
Trout will actively feed on bugs knocked into the river in their normal runs as water
begins to rise but when the current picks up they will move to the edge or other
slow water. Don’t be afraid to fish shallow water along undercut banks and slow
runs near the edge under trees.
Go dark with your fly or spin gear and as you lose water clarity increase the size of
your presentation.
The Whakapapa on a day you should just go
home.

Question Those ‘Keep Out' Signs
Multiple inquiries from anglers about a 'no trespassing' sign near the Puniu River prompted
Fish & Game staff to open an inquiry with Walking Access New Zealand, to investigate if
the sign was on public land.
Fortunately, this case is fairly simple and the Walking Access NZ staff that took the
complaint investigated the sign straight away.
Generally, district councils manage paper roads and the Otorohanga District Council has
agreed to work with the landowner claiming the property, to get the sign removed.
Unfortunately, the anglers that have pulled up, taken the sign at face value, and driven away
will not be compensated for their lost access.
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It would be nice if blocking access to public land was treated as harshly as trespassing, so
the landowner could be held to account if the gate and sign were erected to intentionally
exclude the public.
Staff have uncovered multiple locations where landowners have attempted to block access
to public land using signs or locked gates.
The case law on public roads is straight forward and unlocked gates may only be placed
with the permission of the relevant territorial authority.
In addition, if a gate is placed on a public road it must be signposted to indicate there is
legal access.
It is also legal to drive on unformed roads provided
there are no local bylaws preventing this and no
property damage is done.
A misleading sign on a paper road with legal public
access.
If you spot a locked gate or 'no trespassing' signs on
public land, please report it Walking Access NZ or
Fish & Game.

EASTERN REEL LIFE FEBRUARY 2018
Waiteti ‘Best’ Of The Stream Mouths
Rotorua stream mouth fishing has produced some
promising periods with excellent catch rates at times, but
anglers have needed to move between locations to make the
most of sometimes fickle conditions.
The Waiteti Stream mouth (right) has been a consistent
producer including some impressive brown trout, while
both Awahou and Hamurana mouths have been less
consistent, the latter fishing well at the change of light and
after dark.
Expect the streams to continue to fish well through
February and into March if the lakes surface temperatures
remain over 20 degrees.
East coast rivers continue to be affected by rain and resulting periods of high and
colored flow.
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It’s likely that the fishing between these events will be good though, so with current
weather patterns trip timing and good planning will be critical.
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council’s live monitoring site is useful to check river flows
and lake temperatures.
Fishing Rules – Have Your Say!
The fishing regulations for the upcoming 2018-19
angling season are currently under review.

Fishing the Ohau Channel.
The ‘angling rules’ are examined every second season
by the Eastern Region Fish and Game Council.
The Council is considering a list of proposals
designed to increase angling participation while reducing the complexity of angling rules.
Under this process, licence holders are invited to comment on these suggested changes
prior to them potentially being brought into ‘law’ for the upcoming season.
A final decision on the regulations is made at the June Council meeting.
Send in your comments on the proposed changes below, along with your contact details to:
Eastern Region Fish & Game, Private Bag 3010, Rotorua 3046.
Or email: mosborne@fishandgame.org.nz
All submissions must be received by 20 March 2018.
Councillors have selected the following proposals for further discussion:








Remove the ‘Fly Fishing Only’ restrictions from Rotorua lakes shoreline areas.
Remove ‘Fly Fishing Only’ restrictions from part or all of the Ohau Channel.
Prohibit angling from an unanchored boat within 200m of a landmark pole.
Delete Regulation 7.2 (c) that prohibits angling from an unanchored boat within
200m of the Kariri Pt. to Stoney Pt. shoreline area on Lake Tarawera.
Remove the maximum size limit for wild trout on Lake Tarawera.
Add extra protection under Closed Waters status for any waters where trout are held
in captivity for display or management purposes.
Prohibit the use of multi-point hooks (doubles/trebles, etc) within Eastern Fish &
Game Region.
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See the Eastern Fish & Game website for a detailed explanation of these points.
Fishing Tips For March
March and April signal the start of harling time on many of our lakes.
This popular shallow trolling method can be extremely effective at dawn over sandy
shallows or near the edge of weed beds where hungry trout are in search of smelt.
A sure-fire way to induce a strike is to increase the
boat speed, or speed of retrieve for a few seconds.
Trolling success on Lake Tarawera - Fish & Game's
former CEO Bryce Johnson.
Predatory fish that sense their food is ‘getting away’
are much more likely to strike.
Another method is to give the rod tip a sharp pull
(below) occasionally to make the lure ‘jump’
forward away from a patrolling trout.
You’ll be surprised how many times this results in a
strike!

ONE MORE FISH A DAY - TEN THINGS THAT WILL EACH CATCH YOU AN
EXTRA FISH
8) PRESENTATION VERSUS IMITATION
You can cast the perfect fly in the wrong place and catch nothing, but cast the
‘wrong’ fly in the ‘right’ place and at least you’ve got a chance.
This is fairly simple really. Put a sausage sizzle outside a Warehouse Store or a Mr
Whippy van at the Beach and you are likely to get plenty of ‘bites’. Put either of them ¾
of the way up Mt Cook and you are likely to struggle.
Equally, put a great ‘always catches fish’ fly in a shallow barren run devoid of fish and
you won’t catch squat. Cast a hideous monstrosity that you tied up the night before in a
fit of Whiskey induced enthusiasm into a pool full of fresh run fish and at least one is
likely to still grab it.
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That was step one, step two involves ‘matching the hatch’ to a small degree. Again,
imagine you have a 30+ degree day and you are selling food at the beach, Sausage sizzle
or Mr Whippy?? Obviously Mr Whippy is the logical choice but someone will still want
a ‘pig in a blanket’.
Transfer that to a pool on a river with fish after fish rising to the surface and gobbling
down Cicadas. Do you cast out the Glo Bug that worked all winter or do you tie on a big
bushy Cicada pattern and try that? Again, obviously you tie on the Cicada, but having
said that, there is probably one fish in that pool that will still take a Glo Bug.

DIDYMO
It’s not going away, so make sure you aren’t the one who spreads it.
CHECK: Remove all obvious material from all items that have been in contact with the
water.
CLEAN: Soak or scrub all items for at least one minute with:


A 5% solution of dishwashing detergent, or 5% solution of antiseptic hand cleaner
(A 5% solution is 500ml (two large cups) with water added to make 10 litres)

DRY: If cleaning is not practical, dry the item to the touch then leave for at least 48 hours
before using in another waterway
If using wading boots, the best way to dis-infect them is to put them in a plastic bag, put
them in the freezer and freeze them overnight or until solid.
CATCH MORE FISH BY FFF ‘FISHING FEET FIRST’
The following article is copied from the Tongariro River Motel Website but is originally
from Peter Bishops site http://www.bishfish.co.nz/bishonfish/ . If you haven’t been to his site
then I can highly recommend it. He has a way of making the highly technical simple and
easy to understand.
Lessons learnt young can be the most productive.
He was perhaps fifty. This estimate is subject to a too-long-ago early teenage memory.
Everyone over 20 seemed old at that time.
Fishing a wet-line, he had moved to halfway down the pool. Permission to enter the pool
requested and granted, and I waded out to mid-thigh at the head of the pool above him. My
first cast nearly fell on the opposite bank. Back then, to my immature mind, casting long
distances seemed to be the prime distinguishing feature between a real fisherman and a
duffer.
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“Fush yer feet firrst”, he grunted.
“I beg your pardon?” I said, in the deference to age that was still quite common in those
days.
“Fish your feet first”, he slowly and more clearly enunciated, “you have just put down
some good fish”.
I did not have a clue what he was on about, but all was soon revealed. He backed out of the
pool, and asked me to join him up on the bank, 5 meters above the pool. There he carefully,
and patiently pointed out prime trout ‘lies’ in the pool, and suggested some of the best ways
to swing my flies through those lies.
However the thing that turned his theoretical explanations into indelible experience, was
the sight of a shadow moving from the deep water, across to place where I had been
standing.
The shadow solidified into a trout, which took up station behind a rock very close to where
I had been standing, casting. Another shadow moved into view and slid alongside a clump
of weed just below the first seen trout.
The fish had been right at my feet. Well, they were, until I had blundered into their lie.
He quietly explained, that the first thing a good angler should do approaching a pool, is
nothing. Nothing in the water that is. I should from a good vantage point, study the water,
and try and identify where fish would most likely to be holding.
To prove his points he guided me back down to the head of the pool. Under his close
supervision and in no more than ankle deep water, I began casting, at first short, then longer
casts. Covering the water completely and very thoroughly, we worked our way down the
pool in close tandem, sometimes wading shallow, sometimes waist deep.
All the time we were conscious of the need to place ourselves in careful position to best
present the fly to probable lies. We caught fish.
At home time I thanked my mentor. He replied that thanks were unnecessary as he was
only helping himself. My bumbling into the pool had not only put down my fish but their
panic had most likely put down his fish as well. His tuition would reduce the chances of a
novice ruining his fishing again.
A great attitude, and one that would solve a lot of problems on the more crowded rivers of
today.
The fish your feet message, I found, applied to other forms of fishing.
…… I guess that fishing your feet is an attitude of mind about fishing in general.
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Sometimes it requires a quick reassessment of our fishing objectives, and the strategies we
apply, to achieve those objectives. Too often excitement and anticipation sweep common
sense to the very back of the brain.
Nowadays I find that before I blunder into a pool, before I try to cast to the far bank, before
I try to cast to Australia, before I motor into the deep blue beyond, a quick glance at my
feet slows down the adrenaline rush.
There is something extraordinarily satisfying about quietly contemplating a course of
action and then, a plan hatched, putting it into practice and achieving a measure of success.
But then, maybe all this is some form of passing the baton received in that trout pool so
many years ago. My 70th flew past without time slowing down for a second…

Another Whanganui Trip Rainbow that fell to the curse of the swinging fisherman. This
one fell for an Orange bodied Intruder pattern. Photo courtesy of Barrie Barnes.

BROWN TROUT AND THE BENEFIT OF INTRODUCED SPECIES
Martin Taylor - February 12 2018
OPINION: New Zealanders, justifiably, hold their native species in high regard.
Many are found nowhere else in the world. Many have suffered from the presence of man.
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Paradoxically, some have benefited. As an example, the paradise shelduck is more
numerous and more widely spread now than in the past, thanks to management by Fish &
Game.
Fish & Game chief executive Martin Taylor says introduced fish earn New Zealand
hundreds of millions of dollars every year.
Introduced mammals and fish have also had an impact on native species, as highlighted in
the recent Stuff article on brown trout.
What is interesting is the unlikely alliance of vested interests which have jumped on the
article to push their own agendas.
A few farmers have reveled in the claim against trout, using it to divert attention from
declining water quality, the environmental ravages of dirty dairying and excessive
irrigation.
And fundamentalist environmentalists have used it to reinforce their belief there is no room
for introduced species in New Zealand.
This coalition of unlikely bed fellows conveniently ignores that many of these introduced
species are beneficial to New Zealand and New Zealanders.
Animals like sheep, cattle, deer and poultry contribute significantly to the economy and
feed us all.
As do plant species from potatoes and grapes to kiwifruit and onions.
We cannot also forget that introduced species like bees pollinate crops and native trees
alike.
Introduced fish also earn New Zealand hundreds of millions of dollars every year.
These species are good for the country and the people who live here.
Fish & Game makes no secret of the fact some of the valued species it is responsible for
looking after, including trout, are introduced and contribute significantly to the
environmental, economic and cultural well-being of New Zealand.
The debate should not be some pejorative "native is good", introduced is "bad".
The debate should be over how to promote valued introduced and native species, protect
more habitat and improve water quality while there's still time.
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Despite the finger pointing over trout predation, the fact is it is habitat which primarily
dictates a species' survival.
The simple point is that trout are not destroying habitat.
They did not drain the wetlands, or bulldoze river beds in outdated supposed "flow control"
measures, or pour filth into the waterways, or issue permits to extract more water from
rivers than actually flows in them.
All of these actions have and are having more of an impact on native fish populations than
trout.
Also, trout provide a good food source for native animals such as koura, adult galaxids,
eels, bullies, kingfishers, shags and herons.
The balances, for better or worse, were largely struck many years ago. The challenge now
is holding on to the habitat where these species now live.
There is no dispute trout eat smaller fish, including native galaxids or whitebait, just as
adult galaxids eat juvenile trout and salmon. But surely it is hypocritical to single out trout
as impacting on whitebait populations when the huge human harvest of whitebait is
unregulated and degradation of whitebait habit is uncontrolled.
The reality is that the subjective fundamental environmentalist approach to saying one
species is "good" and one group is "bad" based on some idealised view of past ecosystems
which ignores the reality that most New Zealanders get as much pleasure and joy from
introduced species as natives.
And everyone gets a significant economic benefit from both.
* Martin Taylor is chief executive of Fish & Game NZ
- The Press

HEALTH WARNING LIFTED FOR LAKE OKARO
Media Release – Environment Bay Of Plenty – 8/03/18
The health warning issued in November for Lake Okaro has now been lifted by the
Medical Officer of Health.
Results of water testing by Bay of Plenty Regional Council confirm that the algal bloom
has subsided in the lake.
Despite the lifting of the warning, the public should always be cautious for signs of algal
blooms if using lakes. “Algal blooms can develop rapidly and unpredictably and can
sometimes produce toxins that are harmful for people as well as animals. If the water looks
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discoloured, has an unusual smell, or has green or brown particles suspended in it then it
is best to avoid contact with it,” says Dr Phil Shoemack, Medical Officer of Health.
Dr Shoemack adds, “Experience shows that Lake Okaro is prone to algal blooms at any
time of the year. Lake users must exercise caution and make their own judgement about
water quality by looking at the colour and clarity of the water, and whether it smells at all.”
“Laboratory testing of lake water by Bay of Plenty Regional Council only occurs on a
weekly basis during summer months so it is important to look before you leap. If in doubt
it is best to avoid contact with the water and swim or play somewhere else.”
Up-to-date information on health warnings for the Bay of Plenty and Lakes districts is
available through these channels:






Phone: 0800 221 555
Website: www.ttophs.govt.nz/health_warnings
Facebook: www.facebook.com/toiteora
Twitter: www.twitter.com/toiteora
Email alerts for subscribers: www.ttophs.govt.nz/alert

This wasn’t Andrew’s biggest fish of the weekend but it did put up a heck of a fight. He
snaffled this one 2 mins walk down the hill out back of the lodge. Andrew has developed a
real habit of out-fishing most of us in this pool! Photo courtesy of Hugo McGrath.
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CREASY'S COLUMN - BY HUGH CREASY
It’s a relief to wade in the water. Heat and humidity combine to make the journey to the
river an unpleasant experience. The water is lukewarm, and it soaks into my boots with
oily ease. I would hesitate to splash myself with it, let alone drink
it. If any fish are caught, they should be returned. The bacteria
count in the river must be at record highs.
Stones are turned to see if any mayflies or caddis have survived
the heat. There are midge larvae and Dobson fly larvae near the
margins. But the absence of any insects that thrive in clean water is significant.
A few hundred metres upstream, a tiny flow of clean water enters the river. It comes from
a stand of beech and manuka where the undergrowth is green and the margins are mossy.
There is deer sign on the soft, wet soil and damsels, dragons and blowflies hum in the sun.
Where the rille enters the river, the stones are clear of algae and there is just a light sprinkle
of duckweed at its downstream edge. And here lie large trout.
They seek relief in the cooler drift, where bacteria have not leached oxygen from the water.
For 20 metres or so, they swim in line astern – largest at the upstream end and smallest
squabbling for position at the tail. The fish are in desperate straits. They cannot feed during
daylight hours in the main river. It’s too hot. And during the hours of darkness competition
is fierce for the terrestrials that land in the water. The fight for food saps energy and
condition. The energy expended falls far short of the sustenance gained from meagre
pickings.
There’s a handy log, half out of the water, and I perch on it with my
feet in the cool flow. A shag pays a visit, big, black and dangerous,
but it stays on the far side of the river, ducking into the current now
and then. Eventually it appears with something thin and silvery in
its beak, presumably a small eel. With its crop full, it climbs a
riverside boulder and spreads its wings to dry.
Welcome swallows dot the water for invisible prey. Midges,
sandflies and gnats cloud the air above the current, and a friendly fantail cheeps as it catches
mosquitoes above stagnant pools. The persistent buzz of cicadas rises to a crescendo as the
sun climbs in the sky. It is humid, and any clothing binds and becomes uncomfortable
within seconds of any movement.
I have come to fish and feel obliged to strip off line, attach a small hare and copper nymph
and cast to the fish I can see. It is a lethargic cast, sent on its way without prayer or hope,
and it catches a fish. A couple of pounds of tired trout is brought to the net and I feel nothing
but guilt and remorse for taking it from its precarious home.
It is killed quickly and inspected for condition. It is a hen and sports a thin line of roe on
either side of its empty gut. Its flesh is white and free of fat and its eyes bulge slightly in
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its head. It’s a poor specimen of a trout and its survival if I had returned it unharmed to the
water would have been doubtful.
There is cloud building in the west, and there is guilt building in my mind. Rain will wash
the river clean, and a cooling southerly will bring life to the river, but it may take many
years for the fauna to recolonise what has become a watery desert. There are sections of
the river where springs and side streams hold mayflies, stoneflies and caddis, and these
oases of life will repopulate even the most polluted waterways, given time, and a cleansing
flow.
The log I am sitting on has become uncomfortable. I wind in my line, remove the nymph,
and turn for the track downstream. Another angler is coming upstream, casting as he comes.
He is young and moves quickly, sending a fly into gaps in the willows, two casts in every
gap and three steps upstream, before the next cast is made. He will cast to the side stream
in a few minutes and catch a fish or two. Whether he finds satisfaction in his success will
be another matter.

EDITORS NOTE

Piscantur hodie novit quid in crastinum, ut neminem adducer.
FISHING FUNNIES
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights or at Hunts Sports.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Milford Cruising Club, 24 Craig Road, Milford, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257 Takapuna dssymes@xtra.co.nz
Secretary - Dennis Smith
376-3375
Herne Bay de.smith@xtra.co.nz
Treasurer - John Cuthbertson
413-6993 Greenhithe john.cuthbe@gmail.com
Magazine - Duncan Frew 021 648 956 Torbay
iconpromote@gmail.com
Committee - Leon Bathurst 0272 588 824 Takapuna
borntobuild@hotmail.co.nz
Members Ron Blair
09 834 8841 Te Atatu
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
John Dernie
0272 288 616 Glenfield dernie@xtra.co.nz
Trevor Jones
09 817 1026 Titirangi
tfjones.family@gmail.com
Mike Martindale 489 1082 Takapuna
miketmartindale@gmail.com
Faith Moon
027 538 1040 Parnel
faith.moon@xtra.co.nz
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692 Northcote maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated: P.O. Box 31-387, Milford, North Shore City
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